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The Egyptian 18th Dynasty (approx. 1545-1290 BC) is known for the quality of glass production. One of the many glass items that have been discovered is ear plugs or ear tunnels. The glass tunnels are of various sizes and
thickness. One example is Length: 2.61 centimetres Diameter: 1.16 centimetres (of disc) Length: 2.4 centimetres (of shaft) Diameter: 0.7 centimetres
(max. of shaft) Diameter: 0.5 centimetres (min. of shaft) All examples have
a slightly different range of size.These glass tunnels were made by wrapping molten glass around a mandrel (metal rod covered in a clay type bead
release)
There are some scholars that believe these glass pieces to be beads but
without any real pictorial evidence it is difficult to tell for sure how they
were worn. Sir Flinders Petrie and bead specialist Horace C. Beck termed
these glass items beads or amulets because the bead hole runs through
through the entire glass piece. However it is common belief by many
scholars that these are ear tunnels.
Upon further investigation, I came across documentation of other ear tunnels from the same era. They are made up of faience (see bleow description)as well as travertine (Egyptian alabaster in these examples) Comparing the size and shape of all of the examples, gives me the impression as
well that these glass pieces are ear tunnels.

18th dynasty Egyptian faience ear tunnels.
From the Metropolitan Museum.

18th dynasty Egyptian travertine ear tunnels. From The Metropolitan Museum.

Archaeological Examples of 18th Dynasty Egyptian ear tunnels. Photos from the British Museum.

Close up of one of my ear tunnels.

Close up of my ear tunnels.

Egyptian faience:
Egyptian faience is a sintered-quartz ceramic displaying surface vitrification which
creates a bright lustre of various colours, with blue-green being the most common. Defined as a “material made from powdered quartz covered with a true vitreous coating,
usually in a transparent blue or green isotropic glass,” faience is distinct from the crystalline compound Egyptian blue.[1] Notably, faience is considerably more porous than
glass proper and can be cast in molds to create vessels or objects.[2] Although it contains the major constituents of glass (silica, lime) and no clay until late periods, faience
is frequently discussed in surveys of ancient pottery, as in stylistic and art-historical
terms objects made of it are closer to pottery styles than ancient Egyptian glass.
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